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Executive summary 
Introduction 

This Case for Endorsement outlines the rationale, evidence and industry support for modifications to proposed training 
products relating to Project 3A Civil Construction that comprises RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training 
Package Version 6.0. 

It builds on the consultations undertaken by PwC’s Skills for Australia in the Case for Change for this project, which was 
submitted to the Australian Industry and Skills Committee (AISC) in August 2019. 

This Case for Endorsement demonstrates how the proposed training products align with the Council of Australian 
Governments (COAG) Industry and Skills Council reforms to Training Packages, and other principles for quality that inform 
our training product development work. 

The Civil Infrastructure IRC are satisfied that the level and scope of stakeholder consultation was commensurate with the 
changes to training products and the size and profile of the relevant industry sectors. The IRC are further satisfied that there 
is strong industry support for these changes and that the proposed modifications will ensure that the RII Resources and 
Infrastructure Training Package meets the needs of learners and employers. 

Structure of the report 

This Case for Endorsement has been developed as part of our training product development work on behalf of, and with 
direction from, the Civil Infrastructure Industry Reference Committee (IRC). 

We have structured this Case for Endorsement around the required elements of the Case for Endorsement template. These 
key elements are: 

A. Administrative details of the Case for Endorsement 
B. Description of the work and request for approval 
C. Evidence of industry support 
D. Industry expectations about training delivery 
E. Implementation of the new Training Package 
F. Quality assurance reports 
G. Implementation of the COAG Industry and Skills Council reforms to Training Packages 
H. A copy of the full content of the proposed training package components. 
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B. Description of work and request 
for approval 

B.1 Description of work being undertaken and why 

The key drivers for Project 3A are outlined below.  

A steady pipeline of large infrastructure projects is anticipated to support demand for civil infrastructure work across 
Australia’s major cities and regional centres. For workers and learners in the civil infrastructure sector, skills that facilitate 
flexibility and lateral thinking will likely be valuable to secure work as major projects commence. 

New technology is shaping the skills and jobs required within the Australian civil infrastructure sector. As new technologies 
become more widespread, advanced digital and cognitive skills will likely become more valuable to pivot to new ways of 
working in the sector. 

Securing trust with workers, regulators and local communities continues to underpin long-term success in the civil 
infrastructure sector. Industry consultation suggests that heighted focus on health, safety and the environment is 
increasing the burden of management, and demanding increased awareness of, and responsibility for, risks and hazard 
management. 

Project 3A Civil Construction aims to amend and create training products that address industry’s needs in civil 
construction and civil construction design, including road, bridge and tunnel works. The project responds to ongoing health 
and safety challenges and technological change affecting the industry and aims to clarify and strengthen career progression 
pathways for civil construction and civil construction design workers. The project also aims to review and ensure the 
currency of training products within the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package. 

B.2 Request for approval 

This submission puts forward the Case for Endorsement for the proposed components of the RII Resources and 
Infrastructure Industries Training Package Version 6.0. 

The draft components submitted to the AISC for endorsement are detailed in Table 1 and summarised in Table 2 in Section 
A of this Case for Endorsement. 

All components submitted for endorsement have been developed and reviewed in accordance with the Standards for 
Training Packages 2012, the Training Package Products Policy 2019 and the Training Package Development and 
Endorsement Policy 2019. 

Evidence of consultation with states and territories, and evidence that the views of key stakeholders have been considered, 
is provided in Section C of this Case for Endorsement.  

The training product changes outlined below are based on PwC’s Skills for Australia’s analysis of the feedback received 
through consultation with industry. 

Table 4 Summary of training products changes  

Project Training product changes 

3A Civil Construction • Update eleven qualifications to clarify and strengthen career progression 
pathways for workers in civil construction – from entry-level civil construction 
workers through to senior civil works designers and civil construction managers.  

• Create eight new units of competency to address training product gaps 
relating to tunnel boring machine operations, temporary traffic management, 
and piling. Industry stakeholders had identified skills gaps in temporary traffic 
management and piling operations, where other units of competency could not 
be contextualised to meet their needs. The skills gap surrounding tunnel boring 
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Project Training product changes 

machine operations was identified due to technological progression which was 
not reflected or able to be contextualised within existing training products.  

• Update 161 units of competency used across civil construction and civil 
construction design to reflect current industry processes and requirements and 
clarify training outcomes.  

• Create eight new skill sets to address gaps and strengthen career 
progression pathways for traffic controllers, traffic management implementers 
and traffic management designers working on high volume roads, motorways 
and freeways.  

 
B.3 Justification of qualification structure 

The Civil Infrastructure IRC supports that the structure of the qualifications included in this Case for Endorsement align with 
their stated occupational outcomes and meet the needs of industry, including the number of core and elective units of 
competency and the selected packaging approach. Please see H.1Appendix 6 for a detailed justification of the qualification 
structures. 

B.4 Justification of new unit of competency development 

The Civil Infrastructure IRC support that where a decision has been made to develop a new unit of competency there were 
no existing units of competency (including cross sector units of competency) that could be imported or contextualised to 
meet industry needs.  

Units of competency were developed as part of Project 3A where training product gaps were identified, and industry 
confirmed that existing units of competency could not be contextualised to meet their needs. These skills gaps are specific 
to civil infrastructure and include tunnel boring machine operations, temporary traffic management and piling. In particular, 
newly created temporary traffic management units of competency build on existing units of competency but address more 
complex job roles relating to temporary traffic management for high volume roads, motorways and freeways. Additional 
information regarding the development of new temporary traffic management units of competency is found in section C.1 of 
this Case for Endorsement. 
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Project working groups 

Due the scope and nature of the project, the Civil Infrastructure IRC decided not to establish a separate project working 
group (PWG) for Project 3A. The Civil Infrastructure IRC noted that its members possessed most of the relevant skills and 
experience to provide subject matter expertise for training product development and to guide stakeholder engagement, 
without requiring a separate PWG. Where additional skills and experience were required, other key stakeholders were 
engaged at the direction of the Civil Infrastructure IRC, such as for training products relating to civil construction design or 
screw piling operations.  

A technical working group was established to provide subject matter expertise regarding the temporary traffic management 
components of Project 3A. The technical working group was comprised of representatives from each state and territory road 
authority, along with key peak bodies relevant to traffic management, including Austroads, Traffic Management Association 
of Australia (TMAA) and Australian Asphalt Pavement Association (AAPA).The temporary traffic management technical 
working group met from November 2019 to August 2020. In addition to scheduled technical working group meetings, 
members were consulted on an ongoing basis to validate key issues and review industry feedback.  

Targeted consultations 

Targeted consultations were conducted with groups and individuals identified as relevant stakeholders by Civil 
Infrastructure IRC members and industry contacts in PwC’s Skills for Australia’s network.  

As the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package is part of a national training system, PwC’s Skills for 
Australia sought consultation with, and invited feedback from, stakeholders in all states and territories, including industry 
employers and organisations, peak bodies, government and registered training organisations (RTOs). Targeted 
consultations were conducted via one to one interview over the phone, focus groups and email correspondence.  

In general, targeted consultation focused on geographies in which economic activity and employer demand are most 
concentrated for the relevant job roles. In the civil construction industry, employer demand is most concentrated in urban 
areas where major road, tunnel and bridge works are taking place, particularly across New South Wales (NSW), 
Queensland (QLD), Victoria (VIC) and Western Australia (WA). Given this, targeted consultation involved a high proportion 
of stakeholders based in these locations.  

Additional targeted consultations were conducted to ensure an appropriate level of consultation for more specialised subject 
matter, such as training products relating to civil construction design, tunnel boring operations and temporary traffic 
management.  

To capture feedback from stakeholders that were not able to participate in one to one interviews or focus groups, PwC’s 
Skills for Australia published draft training products on its website and social media channels for public review and 
encouraged IRC members to share published materials with their networks. 
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• Western Australia noted its support for this Case for Endorsement in an email dated 28 August 2020. 

• Victoria noted it would agree to this Case for Endorsement progressing to the AISC with a dissenting view to be 
recorded on two issues. A copy of the Victorian STA’s dissenting view is found under the Dissenting views heading 
in this section of the Case for Endorsement.  

Draft training product review 

Draft training products were published on PwC’s Skills for Australia’s website for public review and feedback during the 
following time period: 

• 3A Civil Construction: 20 April 2020 – 5 June 2020. 

An additional public validation period on draft training products was also held. Draft training products were made available 
on the PwC’s Skills for Australia website again during the following time period:  

• 3A Civil Construction: 20 July 2020 – 3 August 2020. 

Email alerts were also sent to subscribers to PwC’s Skills for Australia’s Mining, Drilling and Civil Infrastructure (MDCI) 
mailing list (including STA networks) and IRC members, advising that the draft training products were available for review 
on the project webpage. 

Based on the download data available through PwC’s Skills for Australia’s website, there was a minimum of 100 draft 
training product downloads for Project 3A Civil Construction. 

Dissenting views  

Two members of the Civil Infrastructure IRC and the Victorian STA requested that their dissenting views be included in this 
Case for Endorsement. 

Civil Infrastructure IRC member views 

At the Civil Infrastructure IRC meeting dated 1 September 2020, the IRC members discussed areas of duplication between 
newly created temporary traffic management units of competency and the existing units of competency. IRC members 
discussed whether the existing units of competency could be appropriately contextualised to address skills gaps identified 
for temporary traffic management on high volume roads, motorways and freeways. It was further discussed whether the five 
new units of competency were sufficiently differentiated from existing units of competency, particularly in terms of their 
elements and performance criteria. 

IRC members noted that while the elements and performance criteria are similar across the existing and newly created units 
of competency, there is significant differentiation across the assessment requirements. Specifically, IRC members noted 
that additional requirements are included in the performance and knowledge evidence of newly created units of competency 
that directly relate to workplace outcomes for temporary traffic management on high volume roads, motorways and 
freeways. It was further noted that the additional performance and knowledge evidence requirements could not be included 
in existing units of competency without limiting their ability to be contextualised to low volume and rural roads. 

It was noted by one IRC member that endorsing the newly created units of competency would significantly increase the 
quantity and complexity of training in the temporary traffic management industry. Specifically, the IRC member noted that 
the implementation of the newly created skill sets and units of competency would be particularly challenging for larger 
employers, given the scale and complexity of their training needs. While IRC members noted these concerns, it was 
confirmed that the proposed newly created skill sets and units of competency address ongoing health and safety concerns 
in the temporary traffic management industry, including those regarding training and certification requirements. 

The Civil Infrastructure IRC voted to endorse the Project 3A. Two IRC members voted against endorsement and requested 
that their view be recorded in this Case for Endorsement. The Civil Infrastructure IRC noted it would closely monitor industry 
feedback on the implementation of the new temporary traffic management skill sets and units of competency.  
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The Victorian State Training Authority 

During the course of STA consultation, the Victorian STA sought clarification around a number of items. PwC’s Skills for 
Australia has worked with the Victorian STA and the Civil Infrastructure IRC to resolve the items raised by the STA. The 
Victorian STA noted dissenting views regarding two items: nesting of qualifications, and the non-inclusion of two pre-
requisite units of competency in the packaging rules of RII50520 Diploma of Civil Construction Design. While the Victorian 
STA does not impede this Case for Endorsement proceeding to the AISC for consideration, it requested the following be 
included as the basis for its dissenting view: 

“The Victorian STA does not support nesting of qualifications. 

• It compromises the AQF integrity of the Cert III with the entire core of the Certificate II nested, 15 of 26 electives for 
the Certificate III are within elective bank of the Certificate II. This means that only 7 additional units are needed for 
graduates of RII20720 to achieve RII30820. AQF is questioned and does not meet Minister’s priorities to reduce 
duplication. 

• Nesting will make determining a vocational outcome for the Certificate III difficult and complex. It will create funding 
issues when determining the Maximum Payable Hours (MPH) for the Certificate III which will be increased by 
including the Certificate II within the Certificate III.  

• Learners wishing to enter at the Certificate III level will still be required to undertake the Certificate II and it does not 
provide them with transparency or clarity. It could be regarded as a means of driving delivery order, which is not 
supported by the Standards. 

• An Entry Requirement would be a preferable solution which in our view would not create a barrier for learners in this 
instance. It would also satisfy the Standards and Minister’s priorities; and provide clarity for learners. 

• Nesting does not support Ministers’ priorities to reduce duplication and complexity of qualifications. 

The Victorian STA does not support non-compliance of managing pre-requisites - the TPPP which states: 

3.5.6 Where an imported unit has a pre-requisite requirement, the pre-requisite unit and any associated pre-requisite chain 
of units must also be identified in the Packaging Rules field of the qualification template. 

• Listing units in a table beneath the packaging rules is not the same as listing them withing the elective bank. 

• Importing the units under the packaging rules will reduce flexibility and limit elective choice within the qualification.” 

The Civil Infrastructure IRC, in considering qualification nesting on multiple occasions, confirmed that the intention of the 
packaging is to promote continuity and progression within the training package, noting that both RII20720 Certificate II in 
Civil Construction and RII30820 Certificate III in Civil Construction Plant Operations are used across industry as entry level 
qualifications. The Civil Infrastructure IRC advised that this packaging represents the skills required for the vocational 
outcome of each qualification and is reflective of supporting flexible career progression pathways that meet industry’s 
needs. PwC’s Skills for Australia notes that qualification nesting is present in the current versions of the relevant 
qualifications and that it is not a new outcome as a result of the proposed qualification updates. In addition, PwC’s Skills for 
Australia is confident that the proposed packaging rules meet industry’s needs and the requirements of The Standards for 
Training Packages 2012 and Training Package Products Policy. 

PwC’s Skills for Australia notes that the units of competency repeated across RII20720 Certificate II in Civil Construction 
and RII30820 Certificate III in Civil Construction Plant Operations, particularly within the core bank, have been identified by 
industry and the Civil Infrastructure IRC as being essential for operators working in the civil construction industry. The Civil 
Infrastructure IRC considered several options. Among the options discussed, IRC members noted that the repetition across 
two AQF levels was preferable to adding entry requirements to the Certificate III. IRC members noted this prevents the 
addition of unnecessary barriers to entry for learners seeking to enter industry via the Certificate III. IRC members noted 
that the skills provided in the Certificate II qualification should be included in the Certificate III as they also align with the 
occupational outcomes of those completing a Certificate III. IRC members further noted that the differentiation of each 
qualification arises in the assortment of their elective banks and individual packaging rules. 

The Civil Infrastructure IRC considered the Victorian STA’s feedback regarding the non-inclusion of two pre-requisite units 
of competency in the core or elective units of competency of RII50520 Diploma of Civil Construction Design. Following 
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discussion of several options, the Civil Infrastructure IRC determined that it would be most suitable to exclude these units of 
competency from the electives bank of RII50520 Diploma of Civil Construction Design to maintain the integrity of the 
qualification’s AQF alignment. PwC’s Skills for Australia determined that the prerequisite units of competency should 
instead be identified in the packaging rules field of the qualification template, below the list of core and elective unit of 
competency codes and titles. These two units of competency can still be undertaken as part of the qualification as they can 
be imported under the packaging rules. PwC’s Skills for Australia notes that the Quality Assurance panellists approved the 
qualifications in this form. 

The above information has been provided to the Victorian STA. 

C.2 Substantiation of determination of equivalence or non-equivalence 

The Civil Infrastructure IRC supports that determinations of equivalence or non-equivalence align with occupational 
outcomes and meet industry needs. Training product equivalence or non-equivalence has been determined by project 
working groups, based on advice from industry and assessment of the quantum and magnitude of training product changes.  

Most existing training products included in this Case for Endorsement were determined ‘Equivalent’ to the training products 
they replace. Training products were deemed “Not Equivalent” where it was confirmed that the skills and knowledge 
required to achieve the occupational or workplace outcomes of the superseded and superseding training products could not 
reasonably be mapped to each other. Please see 1H.1Appendix 8 for a detailed justification of training product 
equivalence. 

C.3 Summary of consultation for deletion of training products from the National 

Register 

The Civil Infrastructure IRC confirm that no training products from the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training 
Package are to be deleted from the National Register as part of Project 3A. This decision is supported by industry 
consultation and public review and validation.  

C.4 Reports by exception 

There are no reports by exception for the projects included in this Case for Endorsement. 
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D. Industry expectations about 
training delivery 

D.1 Industry advice on training delivery 

Industry members advised that training delivery and assessments should be permitted to be performed in a simulated 
environment to ensure learner accessibility. This is provided that the simulated environment is realistic and sufficiently 
rigorous to cover all aspects of this sector’s workplace performance. This has been reflected in the assessment 
requirements of each reviewed unit. 

In addition, within each unit, the performance evidence states the number of times a task is required to be performed in 
order to show competence in using the relevant plant or equipment. Industry stakeholders advised that for a learner to be 
deemed competent, tasks should all be performed more than once. 

Additional advice is included in the RII Companion Volume Implementation Guide about industry’s expectations of training 
delivery, delivery modes and pathways, work-based learning strategies and learner characteristics and assessments. 

D.2 Industry advice on traineeships and apprenticeships 

The Civil Infrastructure IRC are aware that the changes to the Certificate III qualifications proposed in this Case for 
Endorsement will impact current apprenticeships and traineeships, including RII30820 Certificate III in Civil Construction 
Plant Operations, and RII30920 Certificate III in Civil Construction.  

Current apprenticeships and traineeships will need to provide transition arrangements for completion of various 
qualifications within the system.  

Proposed changes to the training package, particularly those surrounding RII30920 Certificate III in Civil Construction, 
intend to encourage a greater uptake of future traineeships and apprenticeships due to the streamlining of qualifications and 
refinement of specialisation streams.  
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E. Implementation of the new 
Training Package 

E.1 Implementation management strategy 

Communication of changes to the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package may require RTOs to make 
changes to their qualifications on scope. To address this, the following communications strategy has been developed to 
notify stakeholders, including RTOs, of changes to the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package: 

• Update the PwC’s Skills for Australia website, including publishing a news post on the MDCI webpage. 

• Email all subscribers to the MDCI industry on PwC’s Skills for Australia’s website. 

• Email organisations and individuals previously engaged throughout the training product development process, including 
STAs, employers, RTOs and peak bodies. 

• Develop a summary document outlining the changes and include it with the abovementioned communications. 

• Verbally communicate the changes at relevant meetings, conferences and events attended PwC’s Skills for Australia 
team members. 

• Share the changes with the broader public via social media, including the PwC’s Skills for Australia LinkedIn page. 

In addition, an automated email will be sent from training.gov.au notifying all RTOs on scope of changes to the RII 
Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package. 

E.2 Licensing requirements 

Industry consultation indicates that changes made in relation to the training products do not affect any licensing 
requirements across Australia. Licensing requirements which affect the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training 
Package are listed in the RII Implementation Guide in the ‘Implementation information’ section. 
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F. Quality assurance reports 
F.1 Independent Quality Reports 

Independent Quality Reports, including an Editorial Report, an Equity Report, and a Quality Report have been included as 
part of this Case for Endorsement. 

The reports attest to there being a quality-assured Companion Volume Implementation Guide prepared. PwC’s Skills for 
Australia confirms that this guide will be available on VETNet following publication of Version 6.0 of the RII Resources and 
Infrastructure Industry Training Package on the National Register. 

Equity Report 

The equity report was completed on 3 July 2020 by Quality Assurance panellist Bernadette Delaney and updated on 17 
September 2020. The report can be found in H.1Appendix 3. 

Editorial Report 

The equity report was completed on 3 July 2020 by Quality Assurance panellist Bernadette Delaney and updated on 17 
September 2020. The report can be found in H.1Appendix 4. 

Quality Report 

The quality report was completed on 24 July 2020 by Quality Assurance panellist Anna Henderson and updated on 17 
September 2020. The report can be found in H.1Appendix 5. 

F.2 Declaration of alignment with standards 

Throughout the training product development process, we have ensured that developed qualifications and units of 
competency meet industry needs and the requirements of: 

• The Standards for Training Packages 2012 

• Training Package Products Policy 

• Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy. 

F.3 Declaration of having met the Training Package Quality Principles 

The table below provides statements which support that training products meet the Training Package Quality Principles. 

Table 7 Declaration of having met the Training Package Quality Principles 

Principle Evidence 

1. Reflect identified workforce outcomes 

 

• The conduct of our enquiry, as outlined in Section C.1 of this Case 
for Endorsement, has ensured that industry needs have formed the 
basis of training product development. 

• Existing training products have been amended to ensure alignment 
with current industry processes, procedures and technology. 

• New training products have been created to meet the needs of 
current job roles within the civil infrastructure industry. 

• Training products have been developed to respond to the key trends 
identified in the MDCI Industry Skills Forecasts and Proposed 
Schedules of Work and key themes emerging from industry 
consultation. 
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Principle Evidence 

2. Support portability of skills and 
competencies including reflecting licensing 
and regulatory requirements 

• We have closely involved relevant regulatory and registration bodies 
in our training product development work, including consultations 
with relevant IRC members, focus groups and targeted consultations 
with stakeholders listed in H.1Appendix 1.  

• Industry indicates no other licencing or regulatory requirements have 
been impacted by the proposed modifications to training products 
listed in this Case for Endorsement. 

3. Reflect national agreement about the core 
transferable skills and core job-specific skills 
required for job roles as identified by industry 

• Our consultations have included stakeholders from national and 
multinational employers, peak bodies, RTOs and other subject matter 
experts, as outlined in H.1Appendix 1. Consultation indicates the 
proposed modifications to training products will facilitate the national 
and international portability of skills across the civil infrastructure 
sector. 

4. Be flexible to meet the diversity of 
individual and employer needs, including the 
capacity to adapt to changing job roles and 
workplaces 

• Units of competency have been updated to ensure alignment with 
industry needs and workforce skill requirements. Furthermore, 
terminology used in performance criteria, performance evidence and 
knowledge evidence has been updated, where appropriate, to ensure 
it is sufficiently flexible to adapt to evolving industry processes, 
procedures and technologies. 

• Qualifications have been updated to ensure appropriate and varied 
listed elective units of competency are available for learners. 
Moreover, packaging rules have been updated, where appropriate, to 
increase the number of units of competency that may be selected 
from elsewhere within the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry 
Training Packages, other endorsed training packages or accredited 
courses to enable application of training in different contexts. 

5. Facilitate recognition of an individual’s 
skills and knowledge and support movement 
between the school, vocational education 
and higher education sectors 

• Qualifications have been updated to provide learners with pathways 
from school into VET, between VET qualifications, into higher 
education, and into job roles in civil infrastructure, with ‘exit points’ 
into jobs existing for each qualification.  

6. Support interpretation by training providers 
and others through the use of simple, 
concise language and clear articulation of 
assessment requirements 

• The content of units of competency has been developed in 
consultation with industry and trainers and assessors, ensuring 
language used is relevant to workplaces and is easily understood in 
a training context. 

• A Companion Volume Implementation Guide will accompany Version 
6.0 of the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training 
Package to support implementation of training across a range of 
settings. 

• Assessment requirements in units of competency have been written 
to ensure consistency. Where industry requires assessment to occur 
in a particular way for a given unit of competency, it has been clearly 
articulated in the assessment conditions. 
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G. Implementation of COAG 
Industry and Skills Council 
reforms to Training Packages 

G.1 Alignment with the COAG ISC reforms to Training Packages 

The table below demonstrates the alignment of the draft training products with the Council of Australian Governments 
(COAG) Industry and Skills Council reforms to Training Packages. 

Table 8 Alignment with the COAG ISC reforms to Training Packages 

Principle Evidence 

1. Ensure obsolete and superfluous 
qualifications are removed from the system 

• RII40615 Certificate IV in Civil Construction Operations and RII40715 
Certificate IV in Civil Construction Supervision have been 
amalgamated within the RII Training Package in line with industry 
feedback which identified the two qualifications as facilitating similar 
skillsets, therefore offering both qualifications proved superfluous. 

2. Ensure that more information about 
industry’s expectations of training delivery is 
available to training providers to improve 
their delivery and to consumers to enable 
more informed course choices 

• Training products have been clearly titled, with titles linked to job 
roles and/or to specific skills, enabling users without an in depth 
understanding of the VET system to make more informed course 
choices. 

• A Companion Volume Implementation Guide will accompany Version 
6.0 of the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training 
Package to support implementation of training across a range of 
settings. 

• Assessment requirements in units of competency have been written 
to ensure consistency. Where industry requires assessment to occur 
in a particular way for a given unit of competency, it has been clearly 
articulated in the assessment conditions. 

3. Ensure that the training system better 
supports individuals to move easily from one 
related occupation to another 

• Entry requirements have not been applied to the qualifications that 
have been updated to facilitate clear pathways into qualifications and 
job roles. 

4. Improve the efficiency of the training 
system by creating units that can be owned 
and used by multiple industry sectors 

• Due to the defined scope of Project 3A, many units created are 
specific to the civil infrastructure sector. For training products to be 
translated across various industries, they must be contextualised 
according to the respective industry sector.  

5. Foster greater recognition of skill sets • Skill sets surrounding temporary traffic management have been 
created and mapped to appropriate qualifications which fosters 
greater pathway communication of skills and skill sets to RTOs and 
learners. 

• Advice on the implementation of these skill sets is included in the 
Companion Volume Implementation Guide. 
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G.2 Alignment of development work with AISC Cases for Change 

The Activity Order for Project 3A’s Case for Change detailed a review of 11 qualifications and 169 units of competency, as 
outlined in Table 3 in Section A of this Case for Endorsement. The result of the training product development work was a 
review of 11 qualifications, 161 updated units of competency, and the creation of eight new units of competency as outlined 
by Table 2 in Section A of this Case for Endorsement. The creation of eight skill sets was also added to the scope of the 
project. 

The original activity order for the Civil Construction project noted 169 units. In the course of the project, the training products 
on scope have changed, but the total number of units remains the same. Amendments to the initial scope include the 
removal of five water management units which relate to the resources industries and the amalgamation of two duplicative 
units, RIICCM211D Erect and dismantle temporary fencing and gates and RIICCM301D Construct and dismantle fences 
and gates. Five newly created temporary traffic management units and one newly created screw piling unit were added to 
the scope of the project, resulting in no net change to the total number of units as initially scoped. 

G.3 Evidence that training products are publication ready 

All draft training products are included in this Case for Endorsement. Subject to the AISC’s endorsement of the training 
products, they are ready for publication on the National Register. 

We expect Version 6.0 of the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package to be published on the National 
Register in December 2020. 
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H. Copy of the full content of the 
proposed training products 

H.1 Copy of proposed training products 

A full copy of the proposed training products for this project have been provided to the AISC as a separate attachment.  
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Appendix 2. Non-endorsable components 
This section outlines additional updates that will be implemented when RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package Version 6.0 is released on the National 
Register. 

Non-endorsable changes 

No non-endorsable changes will be implemented as part of the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package Version 6.0. 
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Appendix 3. Equity Report 
Equity Report 

The following equity report was produced by Bernadette Delaney as part of the quality assurance process. 
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21. RIICFW306E Direct pile driving operations  

22. RIICFW307E Direct cast in-situ piling operations  

23. RIICPL301E Install water mains pipelines  

24. RIICPL302E Install stormwater systems  

25. RIICPL303E Install sewer pipelines  

26. RIICPL304E Install pre-cast gully pits  

27. RIICPL305E Install pre-cast access chambers  

28. RIICPL401E Supervise the installation of underground service using open excavation  

29. RIICRC201E Repair potholes  

30. RIICRC202E Install signs  

31. RIICRC203E Install sub-soil drainage  

32. RIICRC204E Install and maintain roadside fixtures  

33. RIICRC205E Install utility poles  

34. RIICRC206E Install pre-cast concrete crash barriers  

35. RIICRC207E Install noise barriers  

36. RIICRC208E Lay pipes  

37. RIICRC209E Lay reinforced concrete box culverts  

38. RIICRC301E Maintain drainage systems  

39. RIICRC302E Place and form concrete kerb, channel and fixtures  

40. RIICRC303E Lay pavers  

41. RIICRC304E Maintain sealed roads  

42. RIICRC305E Conduct road construction paver screeding operations  

43. RIICRC306E Conduct earthworks  

44. RIICRC307E Conduct road pavement construction  

45. RIICRC308E Conduct paver operations  

46. RIICRC309E Conduct stabiliser operations  

47. RIICRC310E Construct and maintain roads  

48. RIICRC311E Conduct concrete road paver operations  

49. RIICRC312E Setup and maintain concrete paver stringlines  

50. RIICRC313E Conduct concrete road curing and texturing operations  

51. RIICRC314E Handle concrete materials  

52. RIICRC315E Use concreting materials and equipment  

53. RIICRC316E Place and compact concrete  

54. RIICRC317E Finish concrete pavements  

55. RIICRC318E Cure concrete  

56. RIICRC319E Saw and cut concrete pavements to initiate planned cracks  

57. RIICRC320E Seal concrete pavements  

58. RIICRC321E Use automated paving guidance systems  

59. RIICRC322E Receive, check and record concrete deliveries  

60. RIICRC323E Insert tie bars in fresh concrete  

61. RIICRC401E Supervise flexible pavement construction  

62. RIICRC402E Supervise rigid pavement construction  

63. RIICRC403E Supervise the stabilisation of materials  

64. RIICRC404E Inspect and report on pavement condition 

65. RIICRC405E Carry out pavement condition measurement  

66. RIICRC406E Supervise pavement maintenance  

67. RIICRM201F Escort mobile works  

68. RIICRM202E Handle and store road marking materials  

69. RIICRM203E Conduct pedestrian road marking operations  

70. RIICRM204E Prepare surfaces for road marking 

71. RIICRM205E Conduct road marking measuring operations  

72. RIICRM206E Conduct airless and atomised spraying operations  

73. RIICRM207E Install raised pavement markers  

74. RIICRM301E Conduct ride on road marking operations  

75. RIICRM302E Conduct long line road marking operations  
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76. RIICRM303E Conduct thermo plastic road marking operations  

77. RIICSG401E Supervise civil concrete structures construction  

78. RIICSG402E Supervise civil steel structures construction  

79. RIICSG403E Supervise civil timber structure construction  

80. RIICSG404E Supervise civil masonry, crib and gabion structure construction  

81. RIICSG405E Carry out inspections of civil structures  

82. RIICSG406E Supervise maintenance of civil structures  

83. RIICTB201E Maintain timber bridges  

84. RIICTB202E Apply bridge durability treatments  

85. RIICTB203E Produce drawings and sketches  

86. RIICTB301E Undertake visual inspections  

87. RIICTB302E Install temporary support members  

88. RIICTB303E Erect temporary modular support systems (bailey) on existing bridges 

89. RIICTB304E Install or replace sub-structure members  

90. RIICTB305E Install or replace super-structure members  

91. RIICTB306E Splice and connect timber members  

92. RIICTB307E Assemble temporary modular bridges 

93. RIICTB308E Install or replace truss members  

94. RIICTB309E Construct, maintain and remove coffer dams  

95. RIICTB310E Construct specialised timber deck systems  

96. RIICTC301E Install tunnelling constructions services  

97. RIICTC302E Line tunnels 

98. RIICTC303E Excavate tunnel by machine  

99. RIICTC304E Muck out tunnel earthworks  

100. RIICTC305E Construct portals  

101. RIICTC401E Supervise tunnel construction  

102. RIICTT401E Supervise the installation of underground services using trenchless technology  

103. RIICTT402E Supervise repair and rehabilitation of underground services using trenchless technology  

104. RIICWD501E Prepare detailed design of foundations 

105. RIICWD502E Prepare detailed design of lighting  

106. RIICWD503E Prepare work zone traffic management plans 

107. RIICWD505E Prepare detailed design of landscaping  

108. RIICWD506E Prepare detailed design of canals  

109. RIICWD508E Prepare detailed design of rural roads  

110. RIICWD509E Prepare detailed design of urban roads  

111. RIICWD510E Prepare detailed design of busways  

112. RIICWD511E Prepare detailed design of sub-divisions  

113. RIICWD512E Prepare detailed design of motorways and interchanges  

114. RIICWD513E Prepare detailed design of rail civil infrastructure 

115. RIICWD514E Prepare detailed design of dams  

116. RIICWD515E Prepare detailed design of airfield civil works  

117. RIICWD516E Prepare detailed design of bicycle ways  

118. RIICWD517E Prepare detailed design of industrial hardstands  

119. RIICWD518E Prepare detailed design of open car parks  

120. RIICWD519E Prepare detailed design of intermodal facilities civil works  

121. RIICWD520E Prepare detailed design of rigid pavements  

122. RIICWD521E Prepare detailed design of flexible pavements  

123. RIICWD522E Prepare stabilised material mix designs 

124. RIICWD523E Prepare asphalt mix designs 

125. RIICWD524E Prepare design of spray seal surfacing  

126. RIICWD525E Select pavement surfacing  

127. RIICWD526E Prepare detailed traffic analysis  

128. RIICWD527E Prepare detailed design of traffic signals  

129. RIICWD528E Prepare detailed design of traffic management systems  

130. RIICWD529E Prepare detailed design of underground services  
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131. RIICWD530E Prepare detailed design of surface drainage  

132. RIICWD531E Prepare detailed design of subsurface drainage  

133. RIICWD532E Prepare detailed design of tunnels  

134. RIICWD533E Prepare detailed design of civil concrete structures  

135. RIICWD534E Prepare detailed design of civil steel structures  

136. RIICWD535E Prepare detailed design of civil timber structures  

137. RIICWD536E Prepare detailed design of civil masonry, crib and gabion structures  

138. RIICWD537E Prepare detailed design of marine structures civil works  

139. RIICWD601E Manage civil works design processes  

140. RIICWM401E Supervise civil works 

141. RIICWM402E Supervise civil works contractors  

142. RIICWM501E Implement civil construction plans 

143. RIICWM502E Implement civil works maintenance programs 

144. RIICWM503E Prepare civil works cost estimate 

145. RIICWM504E Prepare civil works bill of quantities  

146. RIICWM505E Prepare civil works schedule of rates  

147. RIICWM601E Establish civil construction plans  

148. RIICWM602E Establish civil works maintenance programs  

149. RIIDML401D Supervise demolitions  

150. RIIMEX403E Supervise canal construction  

151. RIIRTM201E Position, set-up and operate variable message signs 

152. RIIRTM202E Position, set-up and operate portable traffic signals  

153. RIIRTM203E Work as a safety observer/spotter  

154. RIIRTM301E Operate truck or trailer mounted attenuators  

155. RIISTD201E Read and interpret maps  

156. RIISTD202E Collect routine site samples  

157. RIIUND310E Apply shotcrete underground  

158. RIIWMG203E Drain and dewater civil construction sites  

159. RIIWMG301E Control construction site water tables 
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Appendix 4. Editorial Report 
Editorial Report 

The following editorial report was produced by Bernadette Delaney as part of the quality assurance process.
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Number of new units of competency and their 
titles 

16 new units of competency 

Eight newly created units of competency are 
considered compliant as part of this report but not 
progressing to endorsement at this point: 

1. RIIARO301 Work safely in autonomous 
environments 

2. RIIARO302 Work safely with remotely 
piloted aircraft systems 

3. RIIARO303 Operate equipment in 
autonomous environments 

4. RIIARO304 Coordinate and interact with 
autonomous systems 

5. RIIARO305 Build and maintain routes for 
autonomous operations 

6. RIIARO306 Respond to obstructions to 
autonomous operations 

7. RIIARO307 Activate and deactivate 
autonomous systems 

8. RIIARO401 Supervise autonomous 
operations  
 

PwC Skills for Australia will include these units in the 
forthcoming RII Version 7.0 Case for Endorsement. 

 

These 8 units have also been found compliant and 
will progress to endorsement. 

1. RIICFW308 Conduct screw piling operations  
2. RIICTC306 Conduct tunnel boring machine 

operations  
3. RIICTC402 Supervise tunnel boring machine 

operations  
4. RIICWD538 Prepare traffic management plans 

and traffic guidance schemes for high volume 
roads  

5. RIICWD539 Prepare traffic management plans 
and traffic guidance schemes for motorways 
and freeways  

6. RIIWHS207 Control traffic on high volume 
roads  

7. RIIWHS304 Implement traffic management 
plans on high volume roads 

8. RIIWHS305 Implement traffic management 
plans on motorways and freeways 

Number of revised units of competency and 
their titles 

161 revised units of competency  
 

Confirmation that the draft training package 
components are publication-ready  

Yes 

Is the Editorial Report prepared by a member 
of the Quality Assurance Panel? If ‘yes’ please 
provide a name. 

Yes  

Bernadette Delaney 

Date of completion of the report 2nd July, 2020 updated 17th  September 2020 
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Attachment A 

Training Products for this Editorial Report Review. 
Units of competency 
16 newly created native units of competency: 

1. RIIARO301 Work safely in autonomous environments 
2. RIIARO302 Work safely with remotely piloted aircraft systems 
3. RIIARO303 Operate equipment in autonomous environments 
4. RIIARO304 Coordinate and interact with autonomous systems 
5. RIIARO305 Build and maintain routes for autonomous operations 
6. RIIARO306 Monitor and reset autonomous operations 
7. RIIARO307 Activate and deactivate autonomous systems 
8. RIIARO401 Supervise autonomous operations 
9. RIICFW308 Conduct screw piling operations  
10. RIICTC306 Conduct tunnel boring machine operations  
11. RIICTC402 Supervise tunnel boring machine operations  
12. RIICWD538 Prepare traffic management plans and traffic guidance schemes for high volume roads  
13. RIICWD539 Prepare traffic management plans and traffic guidance schemes for motorways and freeways  
14. RIIWHS207 Control traffic on high volume roads 
15. RIIWHS304 Implement traffic management plans on high volume roads 
16. RIIWHS305 Implement traffic management plans on motorways and freeways 
 
2 non-equivalent units of competency updated to align content with industry skills needs and standards:  
1. RIICBM302E Install pre-cast girders 
2. RIICBM305E Install pre-cast concrete bridge decks  
 
159 equivalent units of competency updated to align content with industry skills needs and standards: 
1. RIICBM201E Strip pile heads  
2. RIICBM301E Maintain concrete bridges  
3. RIICBM303E Install pre-cast parapets  
4. RIICBM304E Operate bridge inspection units  
5. RIICBM306E Undertake concreting work on concrete bridges  
6. RIICBM307E Construct formwork and false work on concrete bridges  
7. RIICCM203E Read and interpret plans and job specifications  
8. RIICCM204E Place and fix reinforcement materials  
9. RIICCM205F Carry out manual excavation  
10. RIICCM206E Support plant operations  
11. RIICCM207E Spread and compact materials manually  
12. RIICCM208E Carry out basic levelling  
13. RIICCM209E Carry out concrete work  
14. RIICCM210E Install trench supports 
15. RIICCM211E Construct and dismantle fences and gates  
16. RIICFW301E Construct underpinning  
17. RIICFW302E Install temporary and permanent rock anchors  
18. RIICFW303E Install primary ground supports 
19. RIICFW304E Conduct pile driving operations  
20. RIICFW305E Conduct cast in-situ pilings operations  
21. RIICFW306E Direct pile driving operations  
22. RIICFW307E Direct cast in-situ piling operations  
23. RIICPL301E Install water mains pipelines  
24. RIICPL302E Install stormwater systems  
25. RIICPL303E Install sewer pipelines  
26. RIICPL304E Install pre-cast gully pits  
27. RIICPL305E Install pre-cast access chambers  
28. RIICPL401E Supervise the installation of underground service using open excavation  
29. RIICRC201E Repair potholes  
30. RIICRC202E Install signs  
31. RIICRC203E Install sub-soil drainage  
32. RIICRC204E Install and maintain roadside fixtures  
33. RIICRC205E Install utility poles  
34. RIICRC206E Install pre-cast concrete crash barriers  
35. RIICRC207E Install noise barriers  
36. RIICRC208E Lay pipes  
37. RIICRC209E Lay reinforced concrete box culverts  
38. RIICRC301E Maintain drainage systems  
39. RIICRC302E Place and form concrete kerb, channel and fixtures  
40. RIICRC303E Lay pavers  
41. RIICRC304E Maintain sealed roads  
42. RIICRC305E Conduct road construction paver screeding operations  
43. RIICRC306E Conduct earthworks  
44. RIICRC307E Conduct road pavement construction  
45. RIICRC308E Conduct paver operations  
46. RIICRC309E Conduct stabiliser operations  
47. RIICRC310E Construct and maintain roads  
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48. RIICRC311E Conduct concrete road paver operations  
49. RIICRC312E Setup and maintain concrete paver stringlines  
50. RIICRC313E Conduct concrete road curing and texturing operations  
51. RIICRC314E Handle concrete materials  
52. RIICRC315E Use concreting materials and equipment  
53. RIICRC316E Place and compact concrete  
54. RIICRC317E Finish concrete pavements  
55. RIICRC318E Cure concrete  
56. RIICRC319E Saw and cut concrete pavements to initiate planned cracks  
57. RIICRC320E Seal concrete pavements  
58. RIICRC321E Use automated paving guidance systems  
59. RIICRC322E Receive, check and record concrete deliveries  
60. RIICRC323E Insert tie bars in fresh concrete  
61. RIICRC401E Supervise flexible pavement construction  
62. RIICRC402E Supervise rigid pavement construction  
63. RIICRC403E Supervise the stabilisation of materials  
64. RIICRC404E Inspect and report on pavement condition 
65. RIICRC405E Carry out pavement condition measurement  
66. RIICRC406E Supervise pavement maintenance  
67. RIICRM201F Escort mobile works  
68. RIICRM202E Handle and store road marking materials  
69. RIICRM203E Conduct pedestrian road marking operations  
70. RIICRM204E Prepare surfaces for road marking 
71. RIICRM205E Conduct road marking measuring operations  
72. RIICRM206E Conduct airless and atomised spraying operations  
73. RIICRM207E Install raised pavement markers  
74. RIICRM301E Conduct ride on road marking operations  
75. RIICRM302E Conduct long line road marking operations  
76. RIICRM303E Conduct thermo plastic road marking operations  
77. RIICSG401E Supervise civil concrete structures construction  
78. RIICSG402E Supervise civil steel structures construction  
79. RIICSG403E Supervise civil timber structure construction  
80. RIICSG404E Supervise civil masonry, crib and gabion structure construction  
81. RIICSG405E Carry out inspections of civil structures  
82. RIICSG406E Supervise maintenance of civil structures  
83. RIICTB201E Maintain timber bridges  
84. RIICTB202E Apply bridge durability treatments  
85. RIICTB203E Produce drawings and sketches  
86. RIICTB301E Undertake visual inspections  
87. RIICTB302E Install temporary support members  
88. RIICTB303E Erect temporary modular support systems (bailey) on existing bridges 
89. RIICTB304E Install or replace sub-structure members  
90. RIICTB305E Install or replace super-structure members  
91. RIICTB306E Splice and connect timber members  
92. RIICTB307E Assemble temporary modular bridges 
93. RIICTB308E Install or replace truss members  
94. RIICTB309E Construct, maintain and remove coffer dams  
95. RIICTB310E Construct specialised timber deck systems  
96. RIICTC301E Install tunnelling constructions services  
97. RIICTC302E Line tunnels 
98. RIICTC303E Excavate tunnel by machine  
99. RIICTC304E Muck out tunnel earthworks  
100. RIICTC305E Construct portals  
101. RIICTC401E Supervise tunnel construction  
102. RIICTT401E Supervise the installation of underground services using trenchless technology  
103. RIICTT402E Supervise repair and rehabilitation of underground services using trenchless technology  
104. RIICWD501E Prepare detailed design of foundations 
105. RIICWD502E Prepare detailed design of lighting  
106. RIICWD503E Prepare work zone traffic management plans 
107. RIICWD505E Prepare detailed design of landscaping  
108. RIICWD506E Prepare detailed design of canals  
109. RIICWD508E Prepare detailed design of rural roads  
110. RIICWD509E Prepare detailed design of urban roads  
111. RIICWD510E Prepare detailed design of busways  
112. RIICWD511E Prepare detailed design of sub-divisions  
113. RIICWD512E Prepare detailed design of motorways and interchanges  
114. RIICWD513E Prepare detailed design of rail civil infrastructure 
115. RIICWD514E Prepare detailed design of dams  
116. RIICWD515E Prepare detailed design of airfield civil works  
117. RIICWD516E Prepare detailed design of bicycle ways  
118. RIICWD517E Prepare detailed design of industrial hardstands  
119. RIICWD518E Prepare detailed design of open car parks  
120. RIICWD519E Prepare detailed design of intermodal facilities civil works  
121. RIICWD520E Prepare detailed design of rigid pavements  
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122. RIICWD521E Prepare detailed design of flexible pavements  
123. RIICWD522E Prepare stabilised material mix designs 
124. RIICWD523E Prepare asphalt mix designs 
125. RIICWD524E Prepare design of spray seal surfacing  
126. RIICWD525E Select pavement surfacing  
127. RIICWD526E Prepare detailed traffic analysis  
128. RIICWD527E Prepare detailed design of traffic signals  
129. RIICWD528E Prepare detailed design of traffic management systems  
130. RIICWD529E Prepare detailed design of underground services  
131. RIICWD530E Prepare detailed design of surface drainage  
132. RIICWD531E Prepare detailed design of subsurface drainage  
133. RIICWD532E Prepare detailed design of tunnels  
134. RIICWD533E Prepare detailed design of civil concrete structures  
135. RIICWD534E Prepare detailed design of civil steel structures  
136. RIICWD535E Prepare detailed design of civil timber structures  
137. RIICWD536E Prepare detailed design of civil masonry, crib and gabion structures  
138. RIICWD537E Prepare detailed design of marine structures civil works  
139. RIICWD601E Manage civil works design processes 
140. RIICWM401E Supervise civil works 
141. RIICWM402E Supervise civil works contractors  
142. RIICWM501E Implement civil construction plans 
143. RIICWM502E Implement civil works maintenance programs 
144. RIICWM503E Prepare civil works cost estimate 
145. RIICWM504E Prepare civil works bill of quantities  
146. RIICWM505E Prepare civil works schedule of rates  
147. RIICWM601E Establish civil construction plans  
148. RIICWM602E Establish civil works maintenance programs  
149. RIIDML401D Supervise demolitions  
150. RIIMEX403E Supervise canal construction  
151. RIIRTM201E Position, set-up and operate variable message signs 
152. RIIRTM202E Position, set-up and operate portable traffic signals  
153. RIIRTM203E Work as a safety observer/spotter  
154. RIIRTM301E Operate truck or trailer mounted attenuators  
155. RIISTD201E Read and interpret maps  
156. RIISTD202E Collect routine site samples  
157. RIIUND310E Apply shotcrete underground  
158. RIIWMG203E Drain and dewater civil construction sites  
159. RIIWMG301E Control construction site water tables 
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Appendix 5. Quality Assurance Report 
Quality Report 

The following equity report was produced by Anna Henderson as part of the quality assurance process. 
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Standard 3  
 
Training Package (TP) 
developers comply with the 
AISC Training Package 
Development and 
Endorsement Process Policy 

Yes 
The Case for Endorsement (CfE) provides information 

about work conducted. The key drivers for change for 

Project 3A Civil Construction are outlined in the CfE and 

below. 

 
Project 3A Civil Construction  

This project entailed amending and creating training 
products that address industry’s needs in civil construction 
and civil construction design, including road, bridge and 
tunnel works.  
 
 
The TP development & endorsement process has 
incorporated inclusive industry participation, strong 
stakeholder engagement, a responsive process and 
transparent processes.  

The Civil Infrastructure Industry Reference Committee 

(IRC) had been engaged throughout all phases of the 

projects, including initial consultation, review of 

consultation insights and training product 

recommendations, and review of draft and final training 

products.  

IRC members were engaged through formal IRC meetings, 

individual consultation, and invitations to submit feedback 

for draft training products. A list of Civil Infrastructure IRC 

members is found in Appendix 1 of the CfE. 

The Civil Infrastructure IRC convened several times from 

August 2019 to June 2020 to specifically discuss the 

project. The purpose of these meetings was for members 

to offer specialised input, discuss key consultation 

feedback and consider recommendations in response to 

that feedback. In addition to scheduled meetings, IRC 

members were consulted on an ongoing basis to validate 

key consultation insights and training product 

recommendations. 

In the CfE PwC’s Skills for Australia note that due to the 

scope and nature of the project, the Civil Infrastructure IRC 

decided not to establish a separate project working group 

given that the IRC members have the relevant skills and 

experience. Where additional skills and experience were 

required, other key stakeholders were engaged at the 
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• ensure that more information 

about industry’s expectations 
of training delivery is 
available to training providers 
to improve their delivery and 
to consumers to enable more 
informed course choices  

 
• ensure that the training 

system better supports 
individuals to move easily 
from one related occupation 
to another 

 
• improve the efficiency of the 

training system by creating 
units that can be owned and 
used by multiple industry 
sectors 
 

• foster greater recognition of 
skill sets 

There are no entry requirements for the qualifications in this 
submission and each allow for a reasonable number of units not 
listed in the elective banks to be imported from other training 
packages or accredited courses. 
 
Ensure that the training system better supports individuals/ 
Improve efficiency of the training system 

The CfE outlines the following improvements to the RII training 

products: 

• Existing training products have been amended to ensure 

alignment with current industry processes, procedures 

and technology. 

• New training products have been created to meet the 

needs of current job roles within the civil infrastructure 

industry. 

• Training products have been developed to respond to 
the key trends identified in the MDCI Industry Skills 
Forecasts and Proposed Schedules of Work and key 
themes emerging from industry consultation. 

Reflect contemporary work 
organisation and job profiles 
incorporating a future 
orientation 

Yes 
The qualifications align with current and future industry 

outcomes.  The CVIG provides an occupational outcome guide 

that relates to the RII qualifications. It includes job profiles, which 

incorporate a future orientation for Civil Infrastructure, Drilling, 

Coal Mining, Metalliferous Mining, Coal Mining Metalliferous 

Mining Quarrying (Extractive), etc. 
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Appendix A: Units of competency 

16 newly created native units of competency, 8 of which are part of this report but not progressing to 

endorsement at this point, see further: 

1. RIICFW308 Conduct screw piling operations  
2. RIICTC306 Conduct tunnel boring machine operations  
3. RIICTC402 Supervise tunnel boring machine operations  
4. RIICWD538 Prepare traffic management plans and traffic guidance schemes for high volume roads 
5. RIICWD539 Prepare traffic management plans and traffic guidance schemes for motorways and 

freeways  
6. RIIWHS207 Control traffic on high volume roads 
7. RIIWHS304 Implement traffic management plans on high volume roads  
8. RIIWHS305 Implement traffic management plans on motorways and freeways 

Units not progressing to endorsement at this point: 

1. RIIARO301 Work safely in autonomous environments 

2. RIIARO302 Work safely with remotely piloted aircraft systems 

3. RIIARO303 Operate equipment in autonomous environments 

4. RIIARO304 Coordinate and interact with autonomous systems 

5. RIIARO305 Build and maintain routes for autonomous operations 

6. RIIARO306 Respond to obstructions to autonomous operations 

7. RIIARO307 Activate and deactivate autonomous systems 

8. RIIARO401 Supervise autonomous operations  

 
2 non- equivalent units of competency updated to align content with industry skills needs and 
standards: 
1. RIICBM302E Install pre-cast girders 
2. RIICBM305E Install pre-cast concrete bridge decks  

 
159 equivalent units of competency updated to align content with industry skills needs and standards: 
1. RIICBM201E Strip pile heads  
2. RIICBM301E Maintain concrete bridges  
3. RIICBM303E Install pre-cast parapets  
4. RIICBM304E Operate bridge inspection units  
5. RIICBM306E Undertake concreting work on concrete bridges  
6. RIICBM307E Construct formwork and false work on concrete bridges  
7. RIICCM203E Read and interpret plans and job specifications  
8. RIICCM204E Place and fix reinforcement materials  
9. RIICCM205F Carry out manual excavation  
10. RIICCM206E Support plant operations  
11. RIICCM207E Spread and compact materials manually  
12. RIICCM208E Carry out basic levelling  
13. RIICCM209E Carry out concrete work  
14. RIICCM210E Install trench supports 
15. RIICCM211E Construct and dismantle fences and gates  
16. RIICFW301E Construct underpinning  
17. RIICFW302E Install temporary and permanent rock anchors  
18. RIICFW303E Install primary ground supports 
19. RIICFW304E Conduct pile driving operations  
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20. RIICFW305E Conduct cast in-situ pilings operations  
21. RIICFW306E Direct pile driving operations  
22. RIICFW307E Direct cast in-situ piling operations  
23. RIICPL301E Install water mains pipelines  
24. RIICPL302E Install stormwater systems  
25. RIICPL303E Install sewer pipelines  
26. RIICPL304E Install pre-cast gully pits  
27. RIICPL305E Install pre-cast access chambers  
28. RIICPL401E Supervise the installation of underground service using open excavation  
29. RIICRC201E Repair potholes  
30. RIICRC202E Install signs  
31. RIICRC203E Install sub-soil drainage  
32. RIICRC204E Install and maintain roadside fixtures  
33. RIICRC205E Install utility poles  
34. RIICRC206E Install pre-cast concrete crash barriers  
35. RIICRC207E Install noise barriers  
36. RIICRC208E Lay pipes  
37. RIICRC209E Lay reinforced concrete box culverts  
38. RIICRC301E Maintain drainage systems  
39. RIICRC302E Place and form concrete kerb, channel and fixtures  
40. RIICRC303E Lay pavers  
41. RIICRC304E Maintain sealed roads  
42. RIICRC305E Conduct road construction paver screeding operations  
43. RIICRC306E Conduct earthworks  
44. RIICRC307E Conduct road pavement construction  
45. RIICRC308E Conduct paver operations  
46. RIICRC309E Conduct stabiliser operations  
47. RIICRC310E Construct and maintain roads  
48. RIICRC311E Conduct concrete road paver operations  
49. RIICRC312E Setup and maintain concrete paver stringlines  
50. RIICRC313E Conduct concrete road curing and texturing operations  
51. RIICRC314E Handle concrete materials  
52. RIICRC315E Use concreting materials and equipment  
53. RIICRC316E Place and compact concrete  
54. RIICRC317E Finish concrete pavements  
55. RIICRC318E Cure concrete  
56. RIICRC319E Saw and cut concrete pavements to initiate planned cracks  
57. RIICRC320E Seal concrete pavements  
58. RIICRC321E Use automated paving guidance systems  
59. RIICRC322E Receive, check and record concrete deliveries  
60. RIICRC323E Insert tie bars in fresh concrete  
61. RIICRC401E Supervise flexible pavement construction  
62. RIICRC402E Supervise rigid pavement construction  
63. RIICRC403E Supervise the stabilisation of materials  
64. RIICRC404E Inspect and report on pavement condition 
65. RIICRC405E Carry out pavement condition measurement  
66. RIICRC406E Supervise pavement maintenance  
67. RIICRM201F Escort mobile works  
68. RIICRM202E Handle and store road marking materials  
69. RIICRM203E Conduct pedestrian road marking operations  
70. RIICRM204E Prepare surfaces for road marking 
71. RIICRM205E Conduct road marking measuring operations  
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72. RIICRM206E Conduct airless and atomised spraying operations  
73. RIICRM207E Install raised pavement markers  
74. RIICRM301E Conduct ride on road marking operations  
75. RIICRM302E Conduct long line road marking operations  
76. RIICRM303E Conduct thermo plastic road marking operations  
77. RIICSG401E Supervise civil concrete structures construction  
78. RIICSG402E Supervise civil steel structures construction  
79. RIICSG403E Supervise civil timber structure construction  
80. RIICSG404E Supervise civil masonry, crib and gabion structure construction  
81. RIICSG405E Carry out inspections of civil structures  
82. RIICSG406E Supervise maintenance of civil structures  
83. RIICTB201E Maintain timber bridges  
84. RIICTB202E Apply bridge durability treatments  
85. RIICTB203E Produce drawings and sketches  
86. RIICTB301E Undertake visual inspections  
87. RIICTB302E Install temporary support members  
88. RIICTB303E Erect temporary modular support systems (bailey) on existing bridges 
89. RIICTB304E Install or replace sub-structure members  
90. RIICTB305E Install or replace super-structure members  
91. RIICTB306E Splice and connect timber members  
92. RIICTB307E Assemble temporary modular bridges 
93. RIICTB308E Install or replace truss members  
94. RIICTB309E Construct, maintain and remove coffer dams  
95. RIICTB310E Construct specialised timber deck systems  
96. RIICTC301E Install tunnelling constructions services  
97. RIICTC302E Line tunnels 
98. RIICTC303E Excavate tunnel by machine  
99. RIICTC304E Muck out tunnel earthworks  
100. RIICTC305E Construct portals  
101. RIICTC401E Supervise tunnel construction  
102. RIICTT401E Supervise the installation of underground services using trenchless technology  
103. RIICTT402E Supervise repair and rehabilitation of underground services using trenchless 

technology  
104. RIICWD501E Prepare detailed design of foundations 
105. RIICWD502E Prepare detailed design of lighting  
106. RIICWD503E Prepare work zone traffic management plans 
107. RIICWD505E Prepare detailed design of landscaping  
108. RIICWD506E Prepare detailed design of canals  
109. RIICWD508E Prepare detailed design of rural roads  
110. RIICWD509E Prepare detailed design of urban roads  
111. RIICWD510E Prepare detailed design of busways  
112. RIICWD511E Prepare detailed design of sub-divisions  
113. RIICWD512E Prepare detailed design of motorways and interchanges  
114. RIICWD513E Prepare detailed design of rail civil infrastructure 
115. RIICWD514E Prepare detailed design of dams  
116. RIICWD515E Prepare detailed design of airfield civil works  
117. RIICWD516E Prepare detailed design of bicycle ways  
118. RIICWD517E Prepare detailed design of industrial hardstands  
119. RIICWD518E Prepare detailed design of open car parks  
120. RIICWD519E Prepare detailed design of intermodal facilities civil works  
121. RIICWD520E Prepare detailed design of rigid pavements  
122. RIICWD521E Prepare detailed design of flexible pavements  
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123. RIICWD522E Prepare stabilised material mix designs 
124. RIICWD523E Prepare asphalt mix designs 
125. RIICWD524E Prepare design of spray seal surfacing  
126. RIICWD525E Select pavement surfacing  
127. RIICWD526E Prepare detailed traffic analysis  
128. RIICWD527E Prepare detailed design of traffic signals  

129. RIICWD528E Prepare detailed design of traffic management systems  
130. RIICWD529E Prepare detailed design of underground services  
131. RIICWD530E Prepare detailed design of surface drainage  
132. RIICWD531E Prepare detailed design of subsurface drainage  
133. RIICWD532E Prepare detailed design of tunnels  
134. RIICWD533E Prepare detailed design of civil concrete structures  
135. RIICWD534E Prepare detailed design of civil steel structures  
136. RIICWD535E Prepare detailed design of civil timber structures  
137. RIICWD536E Prepare detailed design of civil masonry, crib and gabion structures  
138. RIICWD537E Prepare detailed design of marine structures civil works  
139. RIICWD601E Manage civil works design processes 
140. RIICWM401E Supervise civil works 
141. RIICWM402E Supervise civil works contractors  
142. RIICWM501E Implement civil construction plans 
143. RIICWM502E Implement civil works maintenance programs 
144. RIICWM503E Prepare civil works cost estimate 
145. RIICWM504E Prepare civil works bill of quantities  
146. RIICWM505E Prepare civil works schedule of rates  
147. RIICWM601E Establish civil construction plans  
148. RIICWM602E Establish civil works maintenance programs  
149. RIIDML401D Supervise demolitions  
150. RIIMEX403E Supervise canal construction  
151. RIIRTM201E Position, set-up and operate variable message signs 
152. RIIRTM202E Position, set-up and operate portable traffic signals  
153. RIIRTM203E Work as a safety observer/spotter  
154. RIIRTM301E Operate truck or trailer mounted attenuators  
155. RIISTD201E Read and interpret maps  
156. RIISTD202E Collect routine site samples  
157. RIIUND310E Apply shotcrete underground  
158. RIIWMG203E Drain and dewater civil construction sites  
159. RIIWMG301E Control construction site water tables 
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Appendix 7. Training products proposed for 
deletion 
Based on industry consultation and confirmation from the Civil Infrastructure IRC, no training products are proposed for deletion from the National Register.  
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